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Abstract 
 

Gene therapy has revolutionized the treatment of hereditary and genetic link disorders by consciously swapping, fixing, adding or delet-

ing the genetic sequences responsible for the condition. The culprit cells are altered by inserting purposeful genes and incorporated into 

their genome for proper expression. Germ line therapy ensures the genotypic changes to be transferred to the next generation (offspring) 

while the somatic type adequately rest on corrective pedestals and as such not advantageous to the offspring. The earlier was constrained 

by technical difficulties as well as ethical consideration. The accomplishment of the therapeutic benefits of gene therapy requires a spe-

cial ferry system “vectors”. Vectors are designed to transfer the desired gene into its target cell without exposing it to some degrading 

enzymes, and must allow transcription to successfully take place. A model vector must not be immunogenic, it must not trigger high 

immune response detrimental to the patient and a specific tropism must be a pre-requisite. The choice of a vector should be based on 

safety, cost and availability as well as the accessibility of possible options. Mainly for viral carriers, host immune response trigger are the 

main concern. Viral vectors most frequently used in gene therapy include adenoviruses, retroviruses, poxviruses, adeno-associated virus-

es and herpes simplex viruses. 
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1. Introduction 

Gene therapy is an important means in the treatment of genetic 

disorders and other gene implicated or associated conditions. 

There are several scholarly definitions of gene therapy. An eluci-

dated definition by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) states 

that a gene therapy is a biological medicinal product that accom-

plishes two specific characteristics. i. A recombinant nucleic acid 

(DNA/RNA) used in or administered to human beings purposely 

to regulate, repair, replace, add or delete a genetic sequence. ii. 

The therapeutic, prophylactic, diagnostics effect correlates directly 

to the recombinant nucleic acid sequence it contains, to the prod-

uct of genetic expression of this sequence. And the US Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA) defines gene therapy as a product that 

mediate their effects through transcription and or translation of 

transferred genetic material and or by integrating into the host 

genome and administered as nucleic acids, viruses, or genetically 

altered microorganism. The products may be used to transform 

cells in vivo/ex vivo before administration to the beneficiary 

(Wirth et al., 2013). Simply, a gene therapy implies any technique 

deliberately intended to treat or ease a disease by genetically engi-

neering the cells of a patient. Genes, gene segment or oligonucleo-

tides may be modified to achieve the therapy (Amer, 2014). A 

new approach that tends to alter the expression of some genes to 

treat, cure or ultimately prevent diseases (Katare and Aeri, 2010). 

The first breakthrough in gene therapy reported in 1990, in a 

young girl suffering from X chromosomal link condition called 

severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID), and was treated with 

a retroviral vector containing cDNA copy of the gene coding for 

adenosine deaminase enzyme (ADA) at the National Institutes of 

Health (NIH) in Bethesda, Maryland, USA. The buildup of deoxy-

adenosine in circulation is toxic, poisonous and lethal to some 

cells, including T lymphocytes.  ADA principally converts deoxy-

adenosine to its metabolites (Lemoine and Cooper, 1996). The 

success has shown a genuine continuing or everlasting cure for 

hereditary diseases is attainable (Lundstrom, 2003). 

The importance of gene therapy cannot be overemphasized. Gene 

therapy carries the enthusiasm of a solution for a wide range of 

disease and the possibility to bring to an end or to prevent inherit-

ed disease like cystic fibrosis and haemophilia, and its use as the 

likely cure for heart disease, AIDS, and cancer (Katare and Aeri, 

2010). The property of selectively targeting defective gene or 

neoplastic cell has given gene therapy a promising phenomenon 

for treatment especially in metastatic cancer patients who are often 

incurable, or a gene implicated diseases (Mali, 2013). Check 

(2002) reported the development of leukemia like-condition by a 

patient who received a successful genetic treatment for SCID from 

a French trial. Scientist believed that it was connected to the 

treatment. 

 
Fig. 1: Concept of Gene Therapy: Human ex Vivo Gene Therapy, the 

Principle as Used in the First Clinical Trial in the 1990s, in the US (Patil, 
Et Al., 2012). 
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2. Gene therapy types 

There are two types of gene therapy- germ line gene therapy and 

somatic gene therapy. Germ line cells are specialized and dedicat-

ed cells producing gametes for the continuity of species (Dunlop 

et al., 2014). These cells are altered by inserting purposeful genes 

and incorporated into their genome. As a result, next generation 

would show the genotypic changes due to the therapy. This ap-

proach, in theory, should successfully treat genetic diseases and 

hereditary disorders; but it is questionable to try clinically in hu-

mans as technical difficulties and ethics hindered it realisation 

(Misra, 2013). The United Kingdom has approved mitochondrial 

DNA replacement, and the outcome would be passed to the subse-

quent generation, a sort of germline gene therapy (Jones, 2015). 

This is indeed a remarkable development. While insertion of genes 

into specific somatic cells is termed somatic gene therapy. Hence, 

any corrective changes will not pass to the next generation or the 

offspring (Wirth et al., 2013).  

2.1. Vectors and delivery systems 

To achieve effective therapeutic benefits through gene therapy, the 

transfer of the gene to the target genome is the primary and initial 

step. Insertion of histone-free DNA referred to as naked DNA 

through injection is considered to be the easiest method of gene 

delivery coupled with its characteristics of encoding beneficial 

protein molecule. The reduced efficiency of this method, however, 

led to the development of a special method to improve gene deliv-

ery and hence the use of vectors. A vector simply refers to a trans-

fer system that transmits a particular therapeutic gene into its tar-

get cell without exposing it to degrading enzymes and allowing 

transcription to occur. Properties attributed to vectors include the 

ability to transfer specific genes and nucleic acid into target cells, 

protection from the destructive enzyme and successful transcrip-

tion within the cell. The ideal vehicle must not induce a high im-

mune response, it should equally have specific tropism apart from 

being safe, chief and easy to produce and available commercially 

(Somia and Verma 2000; Gardlík et al., 2005; Bolhassani and 

Rafati, 2011). Vectors used in gene therapy are categorized into 

viral vectors and non-viral vectors (Ibraheem, et al., 2014). Vec-

tors are ferry systems.  

2.1.1. Adenovirus vector (AD) 

Discovered in 1953 from human adenoid tissue, human adenovi-

rus are classified as non-enveloped DNA viruses with linear dsD-

NA of about 35kb. About 49 unique serotypes were well-known, 

further classified based genome homology and organization, on-

cogenicity and haemaggulutination properties into A to E sub-

groups and the most thoroughly characterised are type 2 and type 

5 belonging to the C group. The viral capsid comprised of three 

major and several minor proteins. The abundant structural compo-

nent called hexon made the bulk of the protein shell which essen-

tially acts as a coating protein. The penton base and the fiber con-

trol virion cell interaction that establishes the viral tropism 

(Enders et al., 1956; Glasgow et al., 2006; Walther and Stein, 

2000). (Fig 3: Ad structure).  

Ad is a common pathogen, and in the most patient it causes minor, 

self-limiting illness that resolves without treatment and the most 

commonly used vector delivery systems in human gene therapy 

clinical trials. Mostly, the essential early region 1 (E1) in Ad vec-

tors are deleted; this renders them not able to replicate in several 

cell line (Ginn et al., 2013; Saha et al., 2014). Ad enters a cell 

through attachment to a receptor molecule expressed at the cell 

surface, after the interaction with molecules resulting in virion 

internalization. The high binding affinity of the virion primarily 

occurs through direct binding of the fiber knob domain to its simi-

lar primary cellular receptor, for most serotypes they are coxsackie 

and adenovirus receptor (CAR) including the most employed in 

gene therapy Ad2 and Ad5 respectively (Glasgow et al., 2006). 

 

 
Fig. 2: Wild Type Adenovirus Capsid, Showing Hexan, Penton, Pix, Piiia, 

and Fiber Structures, It Contains About 36 Kilobase Dsdna Genome Inside 

the Capsid (Glasgow Et Al., 2006). 

 

In the cell host, the viral particle is equipped with proteins that 

facilitate endosomal lysis and evasion letting the genome enters 

the nucleus. The E1 genes undergo transcription and act as a mas-

ter transcriptional regulator that primarily initiates the process of 

viral gene expression to replication, E2, and E4 genes are prereq-

uisite for viral genome replication in addition to the E1 genes. At 

the end of the life cycle, the viral structural proteins are tran-

scribed leading for encapsidation of a newly replicated genomes. 

The E3 genes normally not required for the viral life cycle, but 

responsible for immune surveillance of the wild-type infection in 

an infected host. Deletion of the E3 regions creates additional 

space for larger foreign DNA inserts (Kay et al., 2001).  

2.1.2. Adeno-associated viruses (AAV) 

Originally described as a ‘defective virus’ discovered as a contam-

inant in laboratory stocks of Av. AAV is a single-stranded DNA 

virus from the Parvovirinae subfamily of about 4.7 kb genome. 

The ssDNA then converts to form a double stranded template the 

following infection by exploiting more than 95% coding capacity 

of the genome. AAV undergoes a distinctive viral life cycle as 

infected cell might either produce a lytic infection or persistence 

of the viral DNA molecule following integration into host chro-

mosomal DNA in the infected cell. After infection, gene expres-

sion result in the production of replication (Rep) and structural 

(Cap) proteins. As a prerequisite for replication, AAV needs the 

replication properties from co-infecting viruses such as Ad or 

herpesvirus, which in natures serves a helper viruses for AAV. 

Without the helper virus or helper replication factors, wild type 

AAV integrates into the host cell genome as a dsDNA to persist in 

a latent stage. AAV can be activated from the latent state to an 

infectious virus through infection with a helper virus (Mohanan 

and Samulski, 2000; Jooss and Chirmule, 2003).  

There are six serotypes identified, and the sequence serotypes of 

AAV showed a significantly different amino acid sequence. Sero-

types 1 and 6 have a 99% homology in their capsid proteins (Rab-

inowitz and Samulski, 2000).  AAV serotype 2 is the widely used 

vector of AAV-based followed by other serotypes such as AAV1, 

AAV3, AAV4, AAV4, and AAV6. AAV2 recombinant vectors 

produced through the insertion of a therapeutic gene between two 

inverted terminals repeats (ITRs) substituting all coding genes 

except ITRs. The resultant recombinant AAV plasmid is co-

transfected into HEK 293 cells using a helper plasmid with Rep 

and Cap genes and Ad E2A, E4 and VA genes required for ex-

pression of the AAV genes, nonetheless without the AAV ITRs 

(Gardlík et al., 2005). 

The characteristic advantage of AAV is its defective nature and 

the confirmed continuing therapeutic gene expression. It is also 

described as highly stable, safe and efficient, resistance to heat 

inactivation with a property of extensive host range and extended 
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tissue tropism and above all its nonpathogenic and does not induce 

a significant cell-mediated inflammatory response. AAV are orig-

inally from human viruses thus are more practicable for genetic 

treatment. However, AAV has a small packaging capacity. The 

risk of insertional mutagenesis because of integrating carrier vec-

tors and are challenging to produce higher titers for clinical trials 

(Mohanan and Samulski, 2000; Kimura et al., 2001; Jooss and 

Chirmule, 2003; Wang et al., 2004; Gardlík et al., 2005). 

2.1.3. Retroviruses 

The first retroviruses were discovered and identified in a chicken 

as a cell-free oncogenic factor. Several of the oncogenic retrovi-

ruses have been shown to occur as defective viruses that have 

replaced a fragment of their usual gene complement with an onco-

gene. Retroviruses are widespread throughout the animal kingdom 

(Anson, 2004). Retroviruses are ssRNA viruses, with a diameter 

of 80-130nm and 8-11 kb spherical genome size. It’s an enveloped 

virus particle containing two copies of RNA genome rounded by a 

cone-shaped core (Verma and Weitzman, 2005), and having the 

property of reverse transcribing their viral RNA genome into a 

dsDNA then firmly inserted into host DNA (Walther and Stein, 

2000). The viral RNA comprises three essential genes surrounded 

by long terminal repeat (LTR). The core protein capsid is encrypt-

ed by the gag gene, the matrix, and the nucleocapsid is produced 

by the proteolytic cleavage of the gag precursor protein. Viral 

enzymes, protease, reverse transcriptase, and integrase derived 

from gag-pol precursor encrypted by the pol genes and the enve-

lope glycoprotein that facilitate viral entry encoded by the pol 

gene (Verma and Weitzman, 2005).  

In a wide-ranging species, a replication competent retrovirus can 

cause malignant disease and other series of pathologic conditions 

such as AIDS. Also, several retroviruses lead to life-long infection 

and seem to be moderate, if not totally benign, in their usual host 

species. However, spumaviruses or foamy viruses (class of retro-

viruses) appear not to be related to any pathologic state and even 

the simian immune deficiency virus equivalent of HIV-1, the aeti-

ology of AIDS, is not pathogenic in all of its hosts. But exhibit a 

distinct tropism (Anson, 2004). 

By constructing a transfer vector, the three main structural (gag, 

pol, env) genes are deleted and substituted by a therapeutic gene.  

These deletions render the virus replication defective. As a result, 

vectors can produce viral properties only if transfected to PCL. 

This integration property of retrovirus is a useful tool in gene ther-

apy (Gardlik et al., 2005). 

Advantages of retroviral vectors are determined by their unique 

feature of stable integration into the host genome, ease of suffi-

cient viral titres production for effective gene transfer, infectivity 

of the recombinant viral particle for a range of target cell types 

and carrying capacity of <8kb (Walther and Stein, 2000). Disad-

vantages of retroviral vectors are the instability attributed to it, 

insertional mutagenesis as a result of random viral integration and 

the need for cell division for integration of MuLV derived retrovi-

ral vectors. Retroviral vectors still have unsatisfactory clinical 

applications (Walther and Stein, 2000).  

2.1.4. Lentiviruses 

Lentiviral vectors are the most widely studied retroviral vectors 

for genetic treatment; this is because of the AIDS epidemic (An-

son, 2004). Lentiviruses are a subfamily of retroviruses; it encodes 

for three to six more viral genes (tat, rev, vif, vpr, nef, and vpu) 

than the three main structural protein of retroviruses (gag, pol and 

env) contributing to viral replication and infection persistence. Tat 

and rev accessory protein are resident in all lentiviruses and facili-

tate transactivation of viral gene transcription and nuclear export 

of unspliced viral RNA (Verma and Weitzman, 2005). Lentivirus-

es (HIV) exhibit a special feature in which they can infect cells 

after mitosis as it encrypts viral matrix protein with a nuclear lo-

calization signal that mediates active transport of the prior viral 

integration using nucleopore. This property makes possible the 

integration into host chromosome without mitosis (Kaplitt et al., 

1998).   

The retroviral vector design provided an excellent model for mak-

ing lentiviral vectors. The HIV – 1 based lentiviral vectors only 

contain the essential cis-acting sequences, including the LTRs and 

the packaging signal but are lacking all the viral genes. The RNA 

vector also contains the rev responsive element (RRE). The rev 

gene is provided in trans as to make the competent nuclear export 

of the complete viral RNA genes by attaching to the RRE. Endog-

enous LTR was primarily employed to drive vector RNA expres-

sion through the transactivation by the tat gene. Further generation 

vectors are hybrid which enhances vector production and without 

tat expression because of the CMV/LTR hybrid promoter (Verma 

and Weitzman, 2005). Current lentiviruses are reasonable safe as 

the replication of the vectors is well inhibited and the recombina-

tion is highly decreased because they contain no additional genes. 

2.1.5. Herpes simplex viruses (HSV) 

HSV is one of the largest human viruses known. HSV is an envel-

oped dsDNA virus with about 150 kb in size. A member of her-

pesviridae family is considered as natural human pathogen and 

pathogen of oral vesicular lesions, replicating in epithelial cells 

and non-mitotic cells it stays latent. Initial HSV 1 and HSV 2 

infections are symptomless and resolve without treatment, but the 

complication is seen in neonates fulminating disease (Gardlík et 

al., 2005; Sheng et al., 2015). HSV vectors based on HSV 1 and 

can be obtained in two ways: first through inserting the therapeutic 

protein into a plasmid with the HSV origin of replication and a 

packaging signal and then by transfecting the cells and infecting 

with helper HSV. Second Introduction of the gene directly into 

HSV genome, achieved by cloning the gene into plasmid bound to 

definite HSV sequences. The plasmid is then co-transfected into 

cells with HSV (Latchman, 2001; Gardlík et al., 2005).   

2.1.6. Viral gene delivery 

Viruses are intracellular parasites that direct the cellular apparatus 

of their host cell to express their genetic material necessary for 

replication. Viruses contain either RNA or DNA as their genetic 

material and the nucleic acid could be single stranded or double 

stranded. Expression of a viral gene inside the host cell and ap-

pearance of viral regulatory products is the start of the infection 

process of viruses (infection cycle) followed by expression and 

assembly new viral particles (replication cycle). A modified gene 

(therapeutic gene) replaces the viral genome while maintaining its 

structural ability to infect cell and replicate. (Kay et al., 2001; 

Berk et al., 2000). The resulting nonpathogenic virus containing 

the corrective gene for treatment is referred to as viral vector (Ib-

raheem et al., 2014), figure 2 shows the strategy to modify virus 

into a vector. 
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Fig. 3: Recombination of Foreign of DNA into HSV 1 Genome (Latchman, 2001) 

 
Table 1: Characteristics of Viral Vectors Used in Gene Therapy 

Viral vector  Prons Cons 

Av vectors  

Production of high virus titers about 1010 - 1012 pfu/ml, In-

creased level gene expression, large insert capacity (7-8kb), 

infect dividing and non-dividing cells 

Immune response to viral proteins, lack of integra-

tion into host cell genome, transient gene expres-

sion 

AAV vectors 

Infect dividing and non-dividing cells, broad cell tropism, 

potential of targeted integration, low immunogenicity and 

nonpathogenic 

Limited capacity for transgenes (4kb), difficult 

generation of high virus titers, requirement of ade-

novirus or herpesvirus for AAV replication 

Retroviruses vectors  

Insert capacity for transgene <7-8kb, stable integration into 

host DNA, recombinant virus titers of 106-107 pfu/ml, broad 

cell tropism of infectivity, relatively easy manipulation of viral 
genome for vector engineering 

Difficult targeting of viral infection, no infection of 
non-dividing cells, random integration into host 

genome, instability of vectors 

Lentiviruses vectors  
Infect dividing and non-dividing cells stable gene expression, 

insert capacity of 10kb 

Potential insertional mutagenesis, presence of 

regulatory (tat, rev) and of accessory protein 
sequences in the packaging constructs 

HSV vectors  

Infects a wide variety of cell types, high insertion capacity (up 

to 50 kb), and natural tropism to neuronal cells stable viral 
particles allow generation of high virus titers (1012 pfu/ml). 

toxicities, fear of recombination, no viral integra-

tion into host DNA 

Av = Adenovirus; AAV = Adeno-associated virus; pfu = Plaque forming unit 

(Walther and Stein, 2000; Ibraheem et al., 2014). 

 
Table 2: Viral Vector Clinical Applications 

Viral vector  Clinical Applications and Trials 

AV vectors  

 Used in treatment of cystic fibrosis, the CFTR gene transfected into nasal epithelium by either Ad2/Ad5 vectors. The re-

sult was transient reconstitution of the chloride transport at the site of vector insert in patients. 

 Ornithine transcarbamylase deficiency OTC leading to hyperammonaemia was treated by Batshaw and co employing Ad 

vectors for the transduction of the OTC gene into the liver of patients with the disease to restore enzyme activity to near 

normal.  

 Ad vectors used in therapeutic formation of new blood vessels (angiogenesis). Genes for vascular endothelial growth fac-

tor in Ad vectors performed in vivo by intra coronary use for treatment of ischaemic myocardium and into the lower limb 
to treat ischaemic myoblast   

AAV vectors 
 Used in CFTR gene therapy for cystic fibrosis and haemophilia B  

 Successful in animal model human diseases such as β-thalassaemia, sickle cell anaemia, chronic granulomatous disease 

and Parkinson’s disease etc  

HSV vectors  

 Used in Parkinson’s disease animal model and animal model of cancer 

 HSV 1 vector gene therapy of human glioblastoma (clinical trial)  

 Certain brain disease and spinal nerve injury   

AV = Adenovirus; AAV = Adeno-associated virus; HSV = Herpes simplex virus  

(Walther and Stein, 2000; Kay et al., 2001; Gardlik et al., 2005; Lizuka et al., 2015). 

 

The main characteristic features that made viruses a desirable 

vector in gene therapy is the natural ability of effectively transfer-

ring their genes into the host cell and high carrying capacity of 

foreign genes by specific viruses (Walther and Stein, 2000). The 

nature of disease presentation is important in considering which 

viral vector to select. The required duration of therapies ranges 

from long-term gene transfer to short-term or regulated gene de-

livery and either systemic or localized. The most frequently em-

ployed gene delivery in more than 70% of all clinical trial includes 

adenoviruses (Ad), retroviruses, and poxviruses, adeno-associated 

viruses (AAV) and Herpes simplex viruses (HSV). These vectors 

possess properties that made them an ideal candidate for several 

therapeutic functions (Stone, 2010). 

There are safety issues arising from the use of viral vectors with 

the few exceptions. The wild type class of several viruses em-

ployed to make a viral vector are pathogens with intrinsic safety 

concerns. Notwithstanding the efforts to reduce the potential risk 

of individual viruses through deletion, insertion, or direct engi-

neering of the genome, without affecting its role as a beneficial 

vector. To make a virus safe is not always successful, therefore, it 

is pertinent to note the potential hazards of individual vector prior 

to application and to measure the advantages and disadvantages of 
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available options. Initiation of host immune response is the main 

concern after viral gene delivery. This response can either be a 

delay in the success of the therapy and/or the overall health of the 

individual (Raper et al., 2003; Stone, 2010).  

2.1.7. Non-viral gene delivery 

Non-viral gene delivery systems represent the expression of a 

simple and above all safety of administration with low host im-

munogenicity, although characterized by its less efficiency at put-

ting and sustaining gene expression of foreign nucleic acid 

(Thomas and Klibanov, 2003). The non-viral vectors contain na-

ked DNA; they are physical and chemical based, administered 

through direct injection either plasmid DNA, naked DNA, chemi-

cal or physical. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Modification of Virus into a Vector (Kay Et Al., 2001). 

 

Consequently, Park et al., (2006) reported three categories to 

achieved non-viral gene delivery that consist of (a) naked DNA 

(b) lipid based and (c) polymer based delivery Most clinical trials 

in cardiovascular treatment employ the use of non-viral systems of 

therapeutic genetic transfer. The demonstrated decrease in patho-

genicity cost effectiveness and simplicity of production and safety 

made non-viral gene delivery significantly advantageous over 

viral carriers. The main advantage of non-viral methods of deliv-

ery over viral methods of delivery is its biological safety. But the 

application of the non-viral methods reported to be neglected in 

the past as a result of poor effectiveness in delivery reducing ex-

pression of the modified genes (Glover et al., 2005; Ramamoorth 

and Narvekar, 2015). Figure 5 depicts representation non-viral 

delivery methods in a chart.  

The hydrophilic nature and the negatively charged phosphate 

groups of the naked DNA molecule limit its effectiveness to enter 

a cell and they are also easily broken by enzymes. The changes are 

to figure out ways to overcome these barriers (Cevher et al., 

2012). 

 

 
Fig. 2: Presentation of Non-Viral Vector Design (Ramamoorth and Narve-
kar, 2015).  

2.1.8. Physical methods 

i) Gene gun 

In this method, DNA coated with gold particle and laden into a 

device that makes a force resulting in penetration of DNA/gold 

into desired cells. However if the integration of the DNA occurred 

in the wrong region of the cell, the unwanted gene might be ex-

pressed as seen in the clinical trials of X-SCID patients. The 

methodology has been successfully employed to insert DNA in 

vivo into several organs, including liver, skin, pancreas muscle, 

spleen and tumour. Skin vaccination against melanoma using tu-

mour associated antigen (TAA) human gp100 and reporter gene 

assays have been conducted using the gene gun delivery methods 

(Bolhassani and Rifati, 2011; Patil, et al., 2012).  

ii) Electroporation 

In this method, a specific strength of short electric pulse makes a 

hole in a cell membrane through which a foreign can be inserted 

into a cell. A capacitor releases the electrodes across, from a spe-

cially generated electroporation chamber that makes the pulse 

needed for an adequate transfer of the nucleic acid by electro-

poration.  The pulse may either be a high voltage rectangular wave 

or a low voltage pulse for short and long duration (1.5kV or 

350kV) respectively. Successful used of electroporation was re-

ported in transfecting muscles, brain, skin, liver and tumours 

(Bolhassani and Rifati, 2011; Katare and Aeri, 2010).  

iii) Microinjection  

In 1980, Jon Gordon demonstrated that exogenous DNA could be 

inserted into a germline easily through physical injection of a solu-

tion of clones DNA into zygote pronuclear (Smith, 2004). Mi-

croinjection is glass capillaries for injecting DNA into the nucleus 

of target cell directly (Katare and Aeri, 2010). 

iv) Ultrasound 

DNA delivered into cells using ultrasonic frequencies. The pro-

cess of acoustic cavitation is believed to disrupt the cell membrane 

and permit DNA into the host cells (Patil et al., 2012).    

v) Hydrodynamic  

Gene delivery is achieved through hydrodynamic pressure mediat-

ed by the injection of the large volume of DNA solution and blood 

pressure inside the veins. As a result, the capillary endothelium 

permeability increases and form pores in the plasma membrane 

surrounding parenchyma cells, DNA can get into cells through the 

pores created (Cevher et al., 2012). 

2.1.9. Chemical methods 

i) Liposomes/cationic lipids 

Integration of foreign DNA into phospholipids vesicle by sonifica-

tion of solution of lipids and the DNA in an ether. Liposomes are 

formed from the lipid that enclose the DNA within it and are di-

vided into cationic, anionic and neutral based on their charges 

(Katare and Aeri, 2010; Cevher et al., 2012). 

ii) Dendrimer  

A spherical shapes highly branched macromolecule. The surface 

particle is possible to be modified to construct a cationic den-

drimer. In the presence of nucleic acid (DNA/RNA), complemen-

tarity leads to an association of the nucleic acid with cationic den-

drimer; and on reaching its target, the complex is then endocy-

tosed (+ cation and – DNA) (Patil et al., 2012).  

iii) Synthetic proteins 

Several number of synthetic carries of DNA have been made. An 

example is the complex of spermine that have a positive charge 

that forms lipospermine when attached to lipids. The interaction of 

the positive and negative charges form a casing around the DNA. 

The lipospermine then interacts to form another casing with an 

outer surface positively charges as a result of spermine (Katare 

and Aeri, 2010).  
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Fig. 3: Liposome Used or Drug Delivery (Patil Et Al., 2012). 

 
Table 3: Non-Viral Vectors Advantages and Disadvantages 

Non-viral vectors  Prons Cons 

Gene gun  

 Good efficiency and short duration of time to 
achieve high level of gene expression  

 Gene expression last long 

 Less or no injuries to surrounding organs and mul-

tiple organs can be treated   

 Deep tissues delivery needs surgery often. 

 Poor efficiency when transferring gene unto 
whole organs due to penetration difficulty by 

metal particles   

Electroporation  

 Safety 

 Efficient and 

 Reproducibility  

 Difficult to transfer DNA into a large area of 

tissue because the effective range of the elec-
trodes in this methods.  

 Requires surgery to insert an electrode in the 
internal organ. 

 Due to high voltage, irreversible harm and 

mutilation in the tissues treated may occur 
(high temperature). 

Ultrasound mediated method  

 Safe, easy and reliable  

 Non invasive  

 No surgery required 

 High frequency of ultrasound irradiation  

Hydrodynamic systems  
 Easily inserts DNA into internal organs, site spe-

cific 

 Not applicable in human as it requires high 

volume of saline solution  

Microinjection   Simple,  

 Expensive  

 Requires high level of expertise  

 Low transgene integration and expression 

Liposomes  

 Safe 

 Body fluid Compatible 

 Specific tissue transfer   

 Reduced transduced cell expression  

 Purification difficulties  

Synthetic proteins   Highly efficient in vitro and simple   Low activity in vivo 

Cationic lipids   Highly efficient in vitro, simple preparation  
 Low efficiency in vivo, acute immune re-

sponse provocation  

(Bolhassani and Rifati, 2011; Kamimura et al., 2011; Cevher et al., 2012; Issa and MacLAren, 2012; Patil et al., 2012; Ibraheem et al., 2013). 

 

3. Ethical consideration 

In the UK, all research for ethical approval of a gene therapy must 

go through the Gene Therapy Advisory Committee (GTAC) ac-

cording to regulation 14(5) of the Medicines for Human use (Clin-

ical Trials) Regulations 2004 appointed by the Health Research 

Authority (HRA, 2015). 

There have been genuine ethical concerns because of the mode of 

action of the products of gene therapy in the treatment of human 

disease. Both critics and advocates agree that risk of gene therapy 

must not be considerably greater than the intended benefits. There 

is also concerns about whether it is right or wrong ethically espe-

cially the germline therapy (Misra, 2013; Writh et al., 2013). 

Misra (2013) reported some of the ethical considerations for gene 

therapy viz:  

 Deciding what is normal and disability  

 Deciding if disabilities are diseases and if they should be 

cured  

 Deciding if somatic gene therapy is more or less ethical than 

germ line gene therapy. 

 Etc 

4. Conclusion  

In conclusion, gene therapy remains an important protocol for a 

broad range of disease and the possibility to prevent inherited 

disease like Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy, cystic fibrosis and in 

the development of a cure for conditions like AIDS and cancer. 

The feature of selectively targeting defective gene or abnormal 

cells has given genetic treatment an advantage in controlling and 

even eradication gene implicated diseases, most of the time incur-

able.  

The used of viral vectors to deliver a therapeutic gene to a target 

should tightly be regulated, and ethical approval should be sorted 

for the treatment of any kind. Pros and cons measured appropriate-

ly. 
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